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*One adjustable shelf.

The Concord is a sophisticated entertainment center that showcases Dimplex’s 50" firebox in 
a unique way. The Concord includes open and closed shelving, providing ample storage for 
electronic components and a bridge supported glass top to elevate the television. The silver 
charcoal finish provides a perfect complement to today’s high tech audio/visual equipment.

120 Volts / 1,230 Watts / 4,197 BTU

32 3/4 in.
83.1 cm

73 in.
185.5 cm

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of three cartons:

DM50-1243SC-
MAN

DM50-
1243SC-G

BLF50

Media console cabinet

Glass top

50" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

188.5 / 
85.7

58 / 26.3

75 / 34.1

781052 080416

781052 080423

781052 061149

1 yr.

1 yr.

2 yr.

54.2 x 30.6 x 27.2

63.6 x 21.9 x 4.2

13 x 23.2 x 55

137.7 x 77.7 x 69.1

161.5 x 55.6 x 10.7

33 x 58.9 x 139.7

26.1

3.4

9.6

0.74

0.10

0.27
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Concord Media Console

GDS50-1243SC

20 in.
50.5 cm

A

B

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top shelves

       Bottom shelves

19.2

9.8

7.0

19.3*

18.7

18.7

48.8

24.9

17.8

43.0*

47.5

47.5

A

B

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Glass Media Bed
Features a tumbled glass ember bed  
for a contemporary alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central Thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
an-forced heater to ensure 
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control 
for ease of use at your fingertips.

IR Repeater 
Allows infrared remote to control 
electronics behind closed wooden doors.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for year 
-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe 
to touch.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent gas 
fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Casters
Hidden casters make it easy to move 
without scratching the floor.

IR Repeater 
Technology

NEW
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*Two adjustable shelves.

The Acton media console is a beautiful showcase piece, fit for any living area. The quality crafted 
walnut on white birch finish, adjustable shelves, tempered glass top, large storage capacity and 
elegant curved body all surround a beautiful fireplace enhanced by Dimplex’s patented flame 
technology.   

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed (as shown) or traditional patented LED 
inner glow log set.

120 Volts / 1,000 Watts / 3,412 BTU

31 3/4 in.
80.7 cm

72 1/2 in.
184.2 cm

Also available in logs:  
GDS33-1246WAL

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM33-
1246WAL 

DFG3033

DF3033ST

Media console cabinet

33" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

33” electric firebox with 
log set

 232 / 
105.5

60.4 / 27.5

60.4 / 27.5

781052 079649

781052 061316

781052 054271

1 yr.

5 yr.

5 yr.

25.2 x 13.0 x 75.6

37.3 x 27.6 x 13.0

37.3 x 27.6 x 13.0

64.0 x 33.0 x 191.9

94.6 x 70.1 x 33.0

94.6 x 70.1 x 33.0

14.3

7.7

7.7

0.41

0.22

0.22

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
flame technology creates the illusion of 
a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with 
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe 
to touch.

Economical* 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent gas 
fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard 
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Acton Media Console

GDS33G-1246WAL

21 3/4 in.
54.9 cm

A B
C

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Side shelves

       Center opening

       Glass shelf

18

33.8

26.2

26*

3.8

0.15

19

14.8

5.6

45.7

85.7

66.5

63.5*

9.7

0.40

48.3

37.6

14.2

A

B

C
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The understated elegance of the Yardley is a product of the perfect blend of traditional design 
cues and careful craftsmanship. The charming chestnut finish perfectly complements the 
brushed nickel hardware and elegant trim detailing. Cleverly designed cabinets allow unhindered 
access to electronics and media components. This beautiful media console can hold a flat panel 
TV up to 65" wide.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED log set 
(as shown).

120 Volts / 1,000 Watts / 3,412 BTU

39 1/2 in.
100.5 cm

68 in.
173 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS33G-1304CH

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Yardley Media Console

GDS33-1304CH

19 3/4 in.
50.5 cm

A
B

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top center shelf

       Top side shelves

       Middle side shelves

       Bottom side shelves

34.6

10.2

10.2

10.2

6.9

7.1

10.6

12.2

17.6

15.7

15.7

15.7

88

26

26

26

17.5

18

27

31

44.7

40

40

40

A

B

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control 
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with 
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe 
to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent gas 
fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard 
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

C

D

C

D

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM33-1304CH

DFG3033 

DF3033ST 

Media console cabinet

33" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

33” electric firebox with 
log set

209 / 95

60.4 / 27.5

60.4 / 27.5

781052 083776

781052 061316

781052 054271

1 yr.

5 yr.

5 yr.

73.3 x 25.2 x 23.2

37.3 x 27.6 x 13.0

37.3 x 27.6 x 13.0

186.2 x 64.1 x 59.0

94.6 x 70.1 x 33.0

94.6 x 70.1 x 33.0

24.9

7.7

7.7

0.70

0.22

0.22
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*One adjustable shelf.

The Bailey’s traditional styling creates a perfect backdrop for today’s high tech entertainment 
equipment. Wire passageways allow for interconnection of components with the added benefit 
of providing ample storage behind the firebox for excess wire and power bar concealment. 
The rich espresso finish complements the fluted pilasters as they are set back from the face to 
provide character while drawing your attention into the Dimplex patented flame effect.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED inner glow 
log set (as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

36 1/4 in.
92.2 cm

65 3/4 in.
167 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-1242E

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1242E 

DF2550

DFG2562

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
log set

OR

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

192.0 / 87.3

39.6 / 18.0

41.6/ 18.9

781052 080102

781052 057395

781052 061552

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

26.6 x 12.6 x 68.7

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

67.6 x 32.0 x 174.5

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

13.3

5.2

5.2

0.38

0.15

0.15

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Bailey Media Console

GDS25-1242E

23 in.
58.6 cm

A
B

C

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Side openings

       Center opening

       Side shelves

15.75

21.25

16.75

7

7

20.5*

19.75

19.75

19

39

54

42.5

17.6

17.6

52*

50

50

48

A

B

C

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
flame technology creates the illusion of 
a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual 
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with  
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical* 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent 
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard 
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.
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*One adjustable shelf.

Elegant in its form, the Portobello delivers on looks as well as function. The traditional style  
is captured by the sophisticated parchment finish, fluted pilasters and serpentine mouldings.  
The open storage creates extra room for electronic components. The Dimplex patented life-like 
flame has a forward offset within the cabinet to accentuate its presence within the room.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED inner glow 
log set (as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-1245P

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1245P 

DF2550

DFG2562

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
log set

OR

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

184.8 / 84

39.6 / 18.0

41.6/ 18.9

781052 080386

781052 057395

781052 061552

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

71.1 x 25.9 x 17.7

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

180.6 x 65.7 x 45.0

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

18.9

5.2

5.2

0.53

0.15

0.15
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Portobello Media Console

GDS25-1245P

Also available in walnut finish:      
GDS25-1245WAL (logs)  
GDSG25-1245WAL (glass)

34 1/4 in.
87.2 cm

68 in.
172.9 cm

21 1/4 in.
53.8 cm

A

B

C

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Side openings

       Center opening

       Side shelves

14.5

24.3

14.5

6.8

6.8

19.5*

14.6

18.6

13

36.9

61.8

36.9

17.2

17.2

49.5*

37.1

47.2

33.1

A

B

C

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
flame technology creates the illusion  
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual 
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control 
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with 
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe 
to touch.

Economical* 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent 
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard 
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.
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*One adjustable shelf.

Charming and practical design of this entertainment cabinet brings warmth to any room.  
An asymmetrical appearance adds interest while still providing ample open shelf storage  
for an array of electronic components. The Edgewood’s bold Espresso finish is highlighted  
by the architectural ledge rock surrounding the firebox.  This beautiful media console can 
hold a flat panel TV up to 65" wide. 

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed (as shown) or traditional patented  
LED log set.

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

35 3/4 in.
90.8 cm

65 in.
165.2 cm

Also available in logs:  
GDS25-1269E

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1269E

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

131.0 / 59.5

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18.0

781052 080331

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

68.1 x 11.8 x 24.8

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

173.0 x 30.0 x 63.0

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

11.5

5.2

5.2

0.33

0.15

0.15
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Edgewood Media Console

GDS25G-1269E

18 3/4 in.
47.6 cm

A
B

C

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top left opening

       Top right opening

       Side shelves

33.2

23.2

23.2

6.9

6.9

11.2*

16.5

16.5

16.5

84.2

59.0

59.0

17.6

17.6

28.5*

41.9

41.9

41.9

A

B

C

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with  
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.
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Traditional looks. Timeless appeal. The Hazelwood’s old-world styling and elegant trim details 
are accented by a rich espresso finish. This commanding unit features spacious cabinets with 
beautiful glass-paneled doors, and ample space for television peripherals. As well as holding 
a flat panel TV up to 60" there is room for a sound bar in the open top storage area.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED log set 
(as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

29 in.
73.6 cm

62 in.
157.5 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-1388DR

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Hazelwood Media Console

GDS25-1388DR

18 in.
45.7 cm

A

B

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with  
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1388DR

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

110.0 / 50.0

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18.0

781052 085572

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

65.4 x 7.9 x 20.5

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

166.0 x 20.0 x 52.0

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

6.1

5.2

5.2

0.17

0.15

0.15

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top center shelf

       Side shelves

55.6

14.0

4.6

18.6

16.1

16.1

141.2

35.5

11.7

47.2

41.0

41.0

A

B
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This contemporary media console boasts the perfect balance of wood, glass and metal.  
With the ability to position a firebox on each side of the console, it is completely reversible. 
For the daring consumer this media console can house 2 fireboxes and be used as a room 
divider. The beautiful walnut surfaces are framed by our graphite finished metal providing form, 
function and simplicity in its design.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed (as shown) or traditional patented 
LED log set.

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

33 in.
84 cm

53 1/4 in.
135 cm

Also available in logs:  
GDS25-1307WN

Also available as a room 
divider with two fireboxes:

GDDS25-1307WN (logs)

GDDS25G-1307WN (glass)

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Single firebox unit package consists of two cartons, and three cartons for the room divider:

DM25-1307WN

DFG2562  
(Qty: 2 for  
room divider) 

DF2550
(Qty: 2 for  
room divider)

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

133 / 60.5

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 083806

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

51 x 33.9 x 23.8

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

129.5 x 86 x 60.5

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

23.8

5.2

5.2

0.67

0.15

0.15
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Hadley Media Console

GDS25G-1307WN

20 1/2 in.
52 cm

A

B

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       TV top

       Top shelf

       Middle shelf

       Bottom shelf

47.9

24.1

24.1

24.1

N/A

10.5

7.4

10.9

16.4

20.5

20.5

20.5

121.7

61.1

61.1

61.1

N/A

26.6

18.7

27.6

41.6

41.6

41.6

41.6

A

B

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
or ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with  
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent 
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

C

D

C

D
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*Adjustable dividers.

40 1/4 in.
102.5 cm

48 in.
122 cm

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
flame technology creates the illusion of 
a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with  
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical* 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you  
more time to enjoy your fireplace.

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Jasper Media Console

GDS25G-1241B

18 in.
45.9 cm

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top shelf 30.1* 5.8 15.9 76.4* 14.5 40.4A

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1241B

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

150 / 68.2

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 079656

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

22.9 x 14.3 x 51.7

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

58.1 x 36.2 x 131.3

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

9.8

5.2

5.2

0.28

0.15

0.15

Also available in glass:  
GDS25-1241B

The beautiful black finish, clean lines and contemporary style of the Jasper media console 
brings this piece to life. The cleverly concealed drop down door, provides hidden storage 
space for your media requirements. Elevated glass top supports a flat panel TV up to 50".  
Wood veneered surface are juxtaposed against the surrounding smooth surfaces for a  
stunning contrast. The silver frame beautifully surrounds the firebox drawing in your attentions 
into the Dimplex Patented life-like flame.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed (as shown) or traditional patented 
LED inner glow log set.

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

IR Repeater 
Technology

NEW
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The clean lines and modern styling of this conversation-starting espresso media console are the 
perfect complement to any living space. The elegant glass ember bed brings a contemporary 
feel to this versatile unit, which features ample media storage and can accommodate a television 
up to 50" in length. The fixed crystal media bed eliminates the mess of adding crushed glass 
media to the firebox.

120 Volts / 1,400 Watts / 4,777 BTU

30 3/4 in.
78.4 cm

50 3/4 in.
128.7 cm

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM20-1363E

DF2000CR

Media console cabinet

20" fixed crystal electric 
firebox

114.4 / 52.0

27.8 / 12.6

781052 083912

781052 083707

1 yr.

1 yr.

34.3 x 22.1 x 33.1

10.0 x 25.2 x 24.0

87.0 x 56 x 84.0

25.5 x 64.0 x 61.0

14.5

3.5

0.41

0.10
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Dylan Media Console

GDS20-1363E

18 in.
46.2 cm

A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Fixed crystal ember bed creates a 
contemporary alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control 
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with 
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent gas 
fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

B

C

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top center shelf

       Top side shelves

       Adjustable bottom shelves

20.7

12.4

12.4

6.4

4.8

18.2*

15.9

16.7

16.7

52.5

31.6

31.6

16.2

12.2

46.3*

40.5

42.5

42.5

A

B

C
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*One adjustable shelf.

Elevated above a bowed cabinet, the sturdy, smoked-glass top creates a sleek display space 
for a flat panel TV up to 55" wide. A rich mocha cabinet with smoked-glass doors, provides 
ample room for storing equipment, DVDs and other essentials.  

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed (as shown) or traditional patented  
LED inner glow log set.

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

27 3/4 in.
70.1 cm

53 in.
134.6 cm

Also available in logs:  
DFP25-MA1015

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-MA1015

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

141.0 / 64.1

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 061286

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

25.4 x 12.3 x 57.0

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

64.4 x 31.3 x 144.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

10.3

5.2

5.2

0.29

0.15

0.15
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Windham Media Console

DFP25-MA1015G

20 3/4 in.
52.8 cm

A

B

C

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top openings (left & right)

       Side shelves

       Top glass shelf

23.0

11.8

53.0

3.5

19.0*

N/A

15.0

15.0

20.8

58.4

29.9

134.6

8.9

48.3*

N/A

38.1

38.1

38.1

A

B

C

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with  
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical* 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.
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This compact and stylish media console has a rich espresso. The elegant mantel style media 
console with crown molding is designed to hold a television up to 42" in width. 

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED log set  
(as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

37 in.
93.9 cm

43 in.
108.8 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-1362E

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Thorton Media Console

GDS25-1362E

20 1/4 in.
51.2 cm

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top shelf 33.5 6.9 16.9 85 17.5 43A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame with  
or without the heater for year-round 
enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1362E

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

90.0 / 40.9

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 083905

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

46.5 x 10.6 x 26.2

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

118.1 x 27 x 66.5

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

7.5

5.2

5.2

0.21

0.15

0.15
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With its glossy black and rich walnut finishes this open concept media console will enhance even 
the most beautiful rooms. The media console comes with a separate corner attachment and 
support which can be stored at the back of the console when the unit is used against a flat wall. 

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED log set  
(as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

40 1/2 in.
103.0 cm

45 in.
114.5 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-5309WN

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-5309WN

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

117.7 / 53.5

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 083813

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

48.2 x 43.6 x 17.1

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

122.5 x 110.8 x 43.5

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

20.9

5.2

5.2

0.59

0.15

0.15
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Tanner Media Console

GDS25-5309WN

14 in.
35.45 cm

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top opening 37.7 5.9 11.3 95.8 14.9 28.7A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual 
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control for 
ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Converts to a corner 
configuration in seconds

Depth: 29 3/4 in./75.5 cm
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This striking, black finished fireplace converts in seconds, to a corner configuration which is ideal 
for supporting a 42" TV. Featuring fluted pilasters and carved detailing this package is complete 
with its surround and picture frame firebox molding.

120 Volts / 1,400 Watts / 4,777 BTU

36 1/4 in.
91.9 cm

36 3/4 in.
93.4 cm

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of one carton:

DFP20-1364B

DFP20-1268BW

Fireplace kit - Black 
(crystal)

Fireplace kit - Burnished 
Walnut (logs)

107 / 48.6

107 / 48.6

781052 081284

781052 080461

1 yr.

1 yr.

39.4 x 39.2 x 15.4

39.4 x 39.2 x 15.4

100 x 99.5 x 39

100 x 99.5 x 39

13.7

13.7

0.39

0.39
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Deerhurst Media Console

DFP20-1364B 

12 1/2 in.
31.8 cm

A

Converts to a corner 
configuration in seconds

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top opening 20.7 7.0 8.8 52.7 17.7 22.4A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a fixed 
crystal ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame 
with or without the heater for 
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
o touch.

Economical 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent gas 
fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Also available in 
Burnished Walnut (logs):  
DFP20-1268BW 

Depth: 31 in. / 78.5 cm
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This unique blend of matte black metal, smoked glass and rich walnut wood veneers enhances 
the appearance of any flat panel TV up to a width of 55". This media console comes complete 
with levelling legs to ensure that it is level in any living space. Storage and air flow are abundant 
making this media console excellent value.

The fixed crystal media bed eliminates the mess of adding crushed glass media to the firebox. 
This unit comes complete with all that glitter in a one piece media bed.

120 Volts / 1,400 Watts / 4,777 BTU

33 1/2 in.
85 cm

54 1/2 in.
138.5 cm

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM20-1306WN

DF2000CR

Media console cabinet

20" fixed crystal electric 
firebox

115 / 52.3

35 / 15.9

781052 083783

781052 083707

1 yr.

1 yr.

58.1 x 23.5 x 10

24 x 25.2 x 10

147.5 x 59.7 x 25.4

61 x 64 x 25.4

7.9

3.5

0.22

0.10
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Brianna Media Console

GDS20-1306WN

19 3/4 in.
50 cm

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Fixed crystal ember bed creates a 
contemporary alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control 
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame 
with or without the heater for 
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical* 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent 
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top center shelf

       Top side shelves

       Bottom side shelves

21

11.6

11.6

7.4

8.1

11.5

17.6

16.3

16.3

53.4

29.4

29.4

18.8

20.6

29.1

44.8

41.3

41.3

A

B

C

A B

C
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This media storage console with its contemporary design motif provides storage for auxiliary 
electronic components storage with the added ambience of a built in fireplace. It can hold  
a flat panel TV up to 65" wide.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED inner glow 
log set (as shown).

120 Volts / 800 Watts / 3,000 BTU

35 3/4 in.
88.9 cm

65 1/16 in.
165.1 cm

Also available in glass:  
SGFP-200-B

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

SAM-B-2000

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

132 / 60

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 057272

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

51.1 x 15.7 x 21.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

129.8 x 39.9 x 55.6

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

10.2

5.2

5.2

0.29

0.15

0.15
* Based on national average residential electricity 

rate. Rates vary.

Sandford Media Console

SAP-200-B

18 3/4 in.
45.7 cm

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Cord Management
Includes an integrated cord management 
system that allows you to organize and 
conceal all the electrical cords for a 
clean, cable-free look.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with  or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making it safe  
to touch.

Economical* 
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top shelves (left & right)

       Top side shelves

       Bottom side shelves

42

9.8

9.8

6.5

10.9

10.6

16.8

16.8

16.8

106.7

24.9

24.9

16.5

27.8

27

42.6

42.6

42.6

A

B

C

A

B

C
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Traditional looks. Timeless appeal. The old-world styling and elegant trim details are  
accented by a rich espresso finish. This commanding unit features spacious cabinets with 
beautiful glass-paneled doors, and ample space for television peripherals. As well as holding  
a flat panel TV up to 60” there is room for a sound bar in the open top storage area.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED log set  
(as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

28 in.
71.1 cm

62 in.
157.5 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-1390DR

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Media Console

GDS25-1390DR

18 in.
45.7 cm

A

B

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making  
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1390DR

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25” electric firebox with 
log set

110 / 50

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 087446

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

65.4 x 20.5 x 7.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

166 x 52 x 20

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

6.1

5.2

5.2

0.17

0.15

0.15

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top center shelf

       Side shelves

55.6

14.0

4.6

18.6

16.1

16.1

141.2

35.5

11.7

47.2

41.0

41.0

A

B
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Traditional looks. Timeless appeal. The old-world styling and elegant trim details are  
accented by a rich espresso finish. This commanding unit features spacious cabinets with 
beautiful glass-paneled doors, and ample space for television peripherals. As well as holding 
a flat panel TV up to 60" there is room for a sound bar in the open top storage area.

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED log set  
(as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

28 in.
71.1 cm

62 in.
157.5 cm

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Media Console

GDS25G-1390DR

18 in.
45.7 cm

A

B

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making  
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1390DR

DFG2562

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

110 / 50

41.6/ 18.9

781052 087446

781052 061552

1 yr.

2 yr.

65.4 x 20.5 x 7.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

166 x 52 x 20

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

6.1

5.2

0.17

0.15

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top center shelf

       Side shelves

55.6

14.0

4.6

18.6

16.1

16.1

141.2

35.5

11.7

47.2

41.0

41.0

A

B
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This compact and stylish media console with a modern espresso finish features a stone 
surround framed by fluted pilasters. The elegant mantel style media console with crown 
molding is designed to hold a television up to 42" in width. 

Choose between the elegant tumbled glass ember bed or traditional patented LED log 
set (as shown).

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

37 in.
93.9 cm

42 7/8 in.
108.8 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-1362E

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Stonebrook Media Console

GDS25-1282E

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top shelf 33.5 6.9 16.9 85 17.5 43A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame 
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making 
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1282E

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

89.5 / 40.7

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 081802

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

46.5 x 26.2 x 10.6

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

118 x 66.6 x 27

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

7.5

5.2

5.2

0.21

0.15

0.15

20 3/16 in.
51.2 cm
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Elevated above a modern stainless steel firebox enclosure, the sturdy, smoked-glass top creates 
a sleek display space for the latest wide-screen TVs. Black lacquered cabinets, accented with 
smoked-glass doors, provide ample room for storing equipment, DVD’s and other essentials.

120 Volts / 1000 Watts / 3,415 BTU

33 in.
84 cm

75 1/2 in.
192 cm

Also available in logs:  
SAP-500-B

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Marana Media Console

SGFP-500-B

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

         Sides

         Center opening

         Glass shelf

18

36

57.25

28

4.5

0.4

28

16.5

21

45.7

91.4

144.9

71.1*

11.4

1

50.8

41.9

50

A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making 
t safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard household 
outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

SAM-B-500B

SAM-B-500T

DFG3033

DF3033ST

Media console cabinet 
Bottom
Media console cabinet 
Top

33" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

33" electric firebox with 
log set

176 / 80

67/ 30.5

60 / 27.5

60.7 / 27.5

781052 056114

781052 056121

781052 061316

781052 054271

1 yr.

1 yr.

5 yr.

5 yr.

23 x 9.9 x 78.3

24 x 5 x 61

37.3 x 27.6 x 13

37.3 x 27.6 x 13

58.4 x 25.1 x 198.9

61 x 12.7 x 154.9

94.6 x 70.1 x 33

94.6 x 70.1 x 33

10.3

4.2

7.7

7.7

0.29

0.12

0.22

0.22

20 3/4 in.
53 cm

Also available in Cherry:  
SGFP-500-C (Glass)
SAP-500-C (logs)

B

C

BB

C

*Two adjustable shelves
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The Wickford media console answers the practical need of providing a platform for your 
flat and TV while affing a beautiful piece of furniture and a fireplace to your room. Generous 
storage compartments protected by smoked glass doors offer the perfect solution for  
electronics and media.

The rich burnished walnut finish and dentil molding five the unit a classis aura while the traditional 
fireplace with log set and convincing flames add warmth and intrigue.

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

26 1/2 in.
67.4 cm

66 3/4 in.
168.8 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25G-1021BW

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Wickford Media Console

GDS25-1021BW

20 1/2 in.
52.1 cm

A

B

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for 
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making  
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-1021BW

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

137 / 62.3

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 066755

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

23.8 x 10.7 x 70.1

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

60.4 x 27.1 x 178.1

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

10.3

5.2

5.2

0.29

0.15

0.15

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

       Top shelf

       Lower shelves

18

18

10

8

15

15

45.7

45.7

25.4

20.3

38.1

38.1

A

B
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The Novara elegantly blends contemporary styling with the worlds most realistic flame effect. 
Designed to support a flat panel television up to 60", the novara boasts a striking black finish 
with minimalist smoked glass shelves.

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

23 1/4 in.
59.2 cm

64 in.
162.7 cm

Also available in logs:  
SAP-300-B

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Novara Media Console

SGFP-300-B

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

         Sides 17.25 18.5 16 43.8 47 40.6A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making 
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you  
more time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

SAM-B-3000

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

119 / 54.1

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 056695

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

66.5 x 8.3 x 26

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

168.9 x 21.1 x 66

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

8.3

5.2

5.2

0.24

0.15

0.15

18 in.
45.7 cm

Also available in White:  
SGFP-300-W (Glass)
SAP-300-W (logs)
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An elegant companion for the home theater, the Bennett Media Console combines convenience 
and style with ample storage and a reinforced platform for televisions up to 60" in size.

120 Volts / 1,440 Watts / 4,915 BTU

39 3/4 in.
101 cm

65 3/4 in.
167 cm

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Bennett Media Console

SMP-155G-E-ST

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

         Top outside shelves

         Top center

         Sides

18

19.75

13

6.75

6.75

24.75*

20

20

17.75

45.7

50.2

33

17.1

17.1

62.9*

50.8

50.8

45.1

A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed
logs molded from actual wood for 
incredible realism.

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making 
t safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you more 
time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

SE-E-1555G

DF2608

Media console cabinet

26" electric firebox with 
log set

236 / 107.3

48/ 21.8

781052 056930

781052 052161

1 yr.

2 yr.

24.5 x 13.6 x 69.3

31.6 x 26.2 x 12.4

62.2 x 34.6 x 176

80.4 x 66.5 x 31.5

13.4

5.9

0.38

0.17

20 in.
50.8 cm

B

C

BB

C

*Two adjustable shelves

A
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Clean lines and a burnished walnut finish make this fireplace the ideal entertainment center for 
any room. Plenty of sturdy shelving provides an organized home for electronic components and 
support for a flat screen TV up to 60".

120 Volts / 1,375 Watts / 4,695 BTU

35 in.
89.1 cm

61 3/4 in.
157 cm

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Logan Media Console

DFP4974BW

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

         Top sides

         Top center

         Sides

14

26.5

14

7

7

24.5*

16.5

16.5

19.75

35.6

67.3

35.6

17.8

17.8

62.2*

41.9

41.9

50.2

A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed
logs molded from actual wood for 
incredible realism.

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making  
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent 
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you  
more time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM4974BW

DF2305

Media console cabinet

23" electric firebox with 
log set

189.2 / 86

47/ 21.4

781052 053991

781052 042926

1 yr.

1 yr.

23.4 x 13.3 x 65.3

29 x 27 x 14

59.5 x 33.7 x 165.7

73.7 x 68.6 x 35.6

11.7

6.3

0.33

0.18

20 in.
50.8 cm

B

C

BB

C

*One adjustable shelf
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This all-in-one media console provides storage for A/V components, integrated cord 
management, and a platform for up to a 52" plasma or LCD display. Clean lines and  
an espresso finish allow a seamless blend between home electronics and home décor. 

120 Volts / 1,440 Watts / 4,915 BTU

36 1/2 in.
92.7 cm

55 in.
139.7 cm

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Langley Media Console

SMP-160-E-ST

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

         Center

         Hidden storage (top shelf)

         Hidden storage (bottom shelf)

37

3.25

3.25

5.5

7.25

8

17.5

6.5

6.5

94

7.9

7.9

14

18.4

20

44.5

16.2

16.2

A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed
logs molded from actual wood for 
incredible realism.

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled 
fan-forced heater to ensure consistent 
comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control 
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making  
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
ousehold outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you  
more time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

SSE-E-1600

DF2608

Media console cabinet

26" electric firebox with 
log set

170 / 77.3

48/ 21.8

781052 044746

781052 052161

1 yr.

2 yr.

32.6 x 17.3 x 58.1

31.6 x 26.2 x 12.4

82.9 x 43.8 x 147.6

80.4 x 66.5 x 31.5

18.9

5.9

0.54

0.17

21 in.
53.3 cm

B

C

BB

C
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This transitional style media console features interchangeable door panels that allow a range of 
looks and function. Flass and wood inserts provide a choice of style while the fabric insert allows 
the option of hiding speakers inside the unit for a clean aesthetic. Finishing touches include the 
raised base and leg detail and cord management system.

120 Volts / 880 Watts / 3,000 BTU

33 in.
83.8 cm

52 3/4 in.
133.6 cm

Also available in glass:  
GDS25-E1055G

* Based on national average residential electricity 
rate. Rates vary.

Brookings Media Console

GDS25-E1055

A

Component
Storage

Inches cm

W H D W H D

         Top L/R sides

         Sides

23.5

10.5

6.5

19

19.5

18.75

59.7

26.7

16.5

48.3

49.5

47.6

A

Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and 
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex 
LED flame technology creates the illusion 
of a true fire. 
 
Media Bed Options
Choose logs molded from actual  
wood for incredible realism or a tumbled 
glass ember bed for a contemporary 
alluring effect. 

Supplemental Heat
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater 
designed to keep the rooms you spend 
the most time in warm and comfortable. 
Reduce your central thermostat 
temperature and cut your heating costs!

Thermostat
Includes a thermostat controlled  
fan-forced heater to ensure  
consistent comfort. 

Remote 
Includes a convenient remote control  
for ease of use at your fingertips.

Storage
Includes ample storage space for 
electronics and media components.

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the flame  
with or without the heater for  
year-round enjoyment.

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making 
it safe to touch.

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only 
pennies per hour.*

Green
The green alternative. No harmful 
particulates or emissions and 100% 
efficient. Produces 90% less carbon 
dioxide than an average direct vent  
gas fireplace. 

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard  
household outlet.

Quick Assembly
Sets up in minutes with step-by-step 
assembly instructions allowing you  
more time to enjoy your fireplace.

Model # Description Lbs / Kg UPC Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD) Cube

Inches cm ft3 m3

Package consists of two cartons:

DM25-E1055

DFG2562

DF2550

Media console cabinet

25" electric firebox with 
glass ember bed

OR

25" electric firebox with 
log set

139 / 63.2

41.6/ 18.9

39.6 / 18

781052 059689

781052 061552

781052 057395

1 yr.

2 yr.

2 yr.

55.9 x 17.2 x 25.8

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

29.6 x 23.4 x 12.9

141.9 x 43.6 x 65.5

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

75.2 x 59.4 x 32.8

14.3

5.2

5.2

0.41

0.15

0.15

20 3/4 in.
53 cm

Also available in Dark Oak:  
GDS25G-1055DO (glass) 
GDS25-1055DO (logs)

B

B




